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Introduction

Introduction

2key’s mission is to empower small businesses and organizations by 

building a decentralised marketing solution specifically tailored for their 

needs. 2key now offers a simple-access risk-free blockchain solution that 

all businesses and organizations can use to target and reach the audience 

they need in order to grow and achieve their goals.

This document outlines the 2key solution, which includes both the 2key 

protocol and the 2key network Dapp layer. 

P R O B L E M  S TAT E M E N T

The massive online advertising industry has been practically taken over 

- Google and Facebook control 84% of global digital ad revenue, outside 

China. This consolidation of power undermines privacy, openness and 

competition on the web. Small businesses and organizations are struggling 

to identify and reach the right audiences without going through these 

platforms and risking their budgets on costly online campaigns that often 

fail to lead to conversions. 

Blockchains and smart contracts have a number of unique features that 

enable the development of more effective marketing solutions. These 
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include the ability to establish governance and trust among actors, based 

entirely on autonomous computer software and cryptography - when 

everything is run by the code, it’s possible to design solutions that are based 

around collaboration and redistribution of value, rather than on centralized 

platforms. But these solutions must become more easily accessible to 

everyone. So far, blockchain solutions that have tried to combat centralization 

failed to attract the masses because they were incompatible with Web 2.0, and 

the blockchains they were built on fell short on either security, scalability, or 

decentralization.

We believe that building decentralized solutions that are fully compatible not 

only with web 3.0 but also with web 2.0 is the best way to ensure their wider 

adoption, because such solutions would be easily accessible for everyone, 

regardless of their familiarity with blockchain technology.

T H E  O P P O R T U N I T Y

Online link sharing generates huge economic value. When people share 

links, they’re actually advertising the products, services,or content related 

to them. This kind of link sharing can have a huge impact, because through 

our connections and friends, every person in the world is connected to every 

other person by a maximum of six degrees of separation - so that ‘viral’ 

online messages can spread like wildfire across communities around the 

world simply by passing from one person to another.
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Blockchain technology has opened-up the possibility to make online ‘virality’ 

more productive by targeting it toward real-life goals. By streamlining 

the collaborative link-sharing activities of millions of people towards 

finding the right target audience for each type of message or campaign, 

blockchain technology has the potential to turn the entire human network 

into a powerful targeting and delivery mechanism, which is based on direct 

human connections rather than algorithms. 2key is using this opportunity 

to build a solution based around redistributing back to the people some of 

the economic value generated by their link sharing as incentive for sharing 

the right messages with the right people.

The 2key solution combines a protocol layer and a Dapp. The 2key protocol is 

a proprietary 2key innovation that acts as a “bridge” between web 2.0. and web 

3.0., enabling people to use smart contracts through their regular browsers 

simply by sharing links. It can support different blockchain solutions 

to provide easy access for people who are unfamiliar with blockchain 

technology. For now, 2key network is the first Dapp implemented on top of 

the 2key protocol, offering a more fair, accessible, and effective model that 

small businesses and organizations can use for targeting and reaching the 

right target audiences.
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Introducing the Dapp Layer 
2key Network

2key network offers a simple blockchain-based tool for creating referral 

campaigns that offer a new level of targeting, have zero entry barriers and 

pose no risk for those creating campaigns. It aligns the interests of businesses 

and organizations who create campaigns  with the interests of the people who 

share these campaigns, enabling them to collaborate directly. What makes 

the 2key solution unique is its incentivisation model, which rewards EVERY 

person who participates in a campaign’s success for their relative contribution.

Our revolutionary multi-step tracking technology makes the 2key network 

possible. It enables simple links to track every person who has shared or 

interacted with them, forming a record of link-sharing chains. When the 

campaign achieves results, the link automatically unlocks a reward and 

distributes it among every person who has shared it. 

This means that each person who receives the link is automatically 

incentivised by the promise of a reward to pass it on and contribute to 

its success. By rewarding people for simply getting the word out about 

campaigns, 2key network generates a type of online virality that’s focused 

on achieving results. Campaigns on the 2key network are targeted by the 

people who share them, who can rely on their social knowledge to estimate 

which links might interest the people they know.
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Businesses can use the 2key network to search for employees with specific 

skills or for investors who will be interested in their idea, online publications 

can use it to find new subscribers, artists can search for patrons, the 

possibilities are nearly endless. The 2key network is a tool for finding the 

right people through collaboration and social connections.
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How Does the 2key Network Work?

T YPES OF PLAYERS ON THE 2KEY NE T WORK

There are 4 types of playes on the 2key Network:

CONTRACTORS

Create campaigns  for achieving a target on the 2key network. 

REFERRERS 

Receive campaign and relay them to others. 

CONVERTERS 

Take action through the link (make a purchase, investment 

or subscription, for example).

INTEGRATORS

Service providers on the 2key network, which contractors may choose to 

use to ensure transactions, uphold dispute resolutions, prevent abuse, 

provide KYC services and more.  2key Ltd. will also act as an integrator on 

the network.
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CREATING A CAMPAIGN ON THE 2KEY NE T WORK

PUBLISH 

The contractor reaches and grows their 
audience by sharing their campaign's link and 
incentivize people to forward it through social or 
messaging platforms. Users do not need to have 
a web 3.0 address in advance!

CREATE  

The contractor creates and designs their 
own powerful canpaign in minutes. 
With 2key’s friendly campaign builder, 
anyone can seamlessly build a beautiful 
campaign over a smart contract.

TRACK 

Contractors can get to know how their 
campaigns are spreading across the web in real 
time, understand their real impact, optimize 
their campaign and drive more conversions.

CONVERT  

Contractors watch as their campaign generates 
outstanding results, automatically rewarding those 
who helped them. Then, they can manage their 
new funds directly from their 2key dashbaord.
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2KEY ALGORITHMIC GAME THEORY BASED INCENTIVE 

MODEL 

The novel 2key algorithm computes a reputation score for each of the 

participants, rewarding productive referees according to the value generated 

by their online sharing and penalizing spam and irrelevant-information 

sharing.

Combining thousands of factors, the model rewards each participant 

individually for the value they generate across time by their online sharing, 

ensuring the optimal incentivization for participants to use judgement in 

choosing the people with whom to share the links.

To learn more about this technology,  

please go to our Incentive Model Document.
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How It All Works 
2key Protocol Layer and Technology 

THE 2KEY PROTOCOL 

The 2key protocol embeds regular HTTP web-links with smart-contracts. 

This allows users to effortlessly use smart contracts through their regular 

browsers, as part of their day-to-day online experience.

Smart contracts make collaboration simple by encapsulating agreement 

terms and carrying them out automatically. Yet because they’re based on 

blockchain networks, most people and small businesses are kept away from 

using them. 

2key’s team has built a unique protocol that acts as a “bridge” between regular 

web browsers and blockchain networks. It enables people to easily use 

smart-contracts without entry barriers or complex code implementation. 

The transition is so smooth that most users won’t even notice it happened.

Behind the scenes, the 2key protocol infuses regular HTTP links with smart-

contracts, by embedding them within the links’ front-end code. In this way, 

the links are infused with the ability to automatically carry out the terms of 

the contracts within them.
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MULTI-PART Y STATE NE T WORKS

To support network demands, 2key is built on its own second-layer 

Ethereum solution that crushes the blockchain trilemma. We named our 

solution multi-party state networks.

In general, state networks are second-layer blockchain networks, which 

enable people to perform some transactions more rapidly and effectively 

by taking them off-line.

2key enables participants to ‘create’ state-channels by sharing and 

forwarding cryptographically signed links with others. It’s as easy as 

sharing regular web-links, 2key simply embeds these links with the 2key 

protocol, which enables people to create state networks ad-hoc, without 

requiring prior knowledge of the parties involved.

These state networks are different because they can include multiple 

participants, allowing them to dynamically interact off-chain. And while 

2key network is the first Dapp to use 2key’s multi-party state-networks 

technology, any application built atop this layer benefits from the highly 

decentralized and robust security of Ethereum,while having the scalability 

benefits derived from 2key’s development. 
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MULTI-STEP TRACKING

Multi-step tracking is an innovative technology that enables regular HTTP 

links to automatically track and record every person who shares them. Using 

the 2key protocol, multi-step tracking is effortlessly embedded into regular 

links, allowing them to independently track and record every person who 

shares them. This makes it possible to reward each person who shared the 

link once a result is achieved.

                     

Multi-step tracking is at the core of the 2key network. It enables the network 

to reward each participant individually for their relative contribution to 

collaborative efforts. When each person knows that their small contribution 

will be tracked and rewarded, each person has a strong motivation to 

collaborate towards achieving common goals.
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2KEY LINKS

2key has created two distinct technologies that can be seamlessly embedded 

into regular links: the 2key protocol and multi-step tracking. A 2key link is 

a link that's embedded with these two technologies. In fact, this means that 

the link is embedded with a smart contract and can act as a store of value, 

which automatically unlocks this value in case certain conditions are met.

2key link is deployed per referral campaign by the campaign initiator (the 

“contractor0”), who deposits value in the form of 2KEY tokens, as a potential 

reward for completing the contract.

With the 2key link, the campaign smart contract constructs a multi-party 

state channel spawning from the initiator of the campaign to the referrers, 

while 2key’s multi-step tracking technology records each person who 

forwards the link. The 2key link acts as a guarantee for referrers that they 

will receive a fair reward in case the link reaches its target audience and 

generates results.There is no need for exchange of commitments, as the 2key 

link itself acts as commitment and distributes the reward automatically to 

the right people when the right conditions are met.
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Introducing the 2KEY Token and Token 
Economy

2key tokens (2KEYs) are ERC20 tokens, built specifically as the 2key network’s 

native utility currency. They’re needed for all activities on the 2key network 

such as launching campaigns or rewarding participants.

2key’s tokenomics are designed to ensure 2key network’s efficiency and create a 

strong link between the network’s performance and 2KEYs value, so that people 

holding them will always gain value from 2key network’s overall success.

Various mechanisms are at play to ensure 2KEY tokens have liquidity, organic 

demand, and reduction in supply. Both network participants and the protocol’s 

smart contracts add to secondary market liquidity. Network participants that 

want to utilize the service create an organic demand for 2KEY; however, in an 

industry first, the protocol’s smart contracts act as for-profit service providers 

that only claim profits in 2KEY tokens and subsequently lock or burn that 2KEY.

This is the first decentralized protocol whose own smart contracts, which offer 

value-added services like trustless capital distribution, escrow, and convenient 

token conversion, create an organic demand for 2KEY tokens. 2key Network’s 

smart contract infrastructure acquires tokens through desirable, value-added 

2KEY-priced services, and subsequently either lock the tokens or burn them.

To learn more about the 2KEY token and token economy, 

please go to our Token Economy Document.
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2key Token Distribution - Diagram
A final number of 1 Billion 2KEY Tokens will be minted, and will be used to 

operate and maintain the 2key network. This is how we’ll distribute them:

 40% Long Term Reserve 
Future reserve locked for  
3 years minimum

 22% Economy Kickstart 
15% Token sale, 1% Bounties, 6% 
Liquidation supply for exchanges

 20% Community Rewards Pool 
Active participation rewards & 
economy scaling - distributed  
over a decade

 12% Team  
Vesting quarterly over 2 years 
with 6-months lockup

 6% Advisors, Partners and    
           Eearly contributors  
vesting quarterly 2 over years
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2key Token Distribution - In Depth

• Economy Kickstart - 22% (220m 2KEYs) - distributed this way:

– 15% (150m 2KEYs): will be sold, in chronological order, via seed round, private sell, and 
lastly IEO phases to early adopters of the network. 2KEY official price at this stage - 
USD0.06 (6 cents).  

– 1% will be reserved for bounties and social mining during the first 3 years of network 
launch  - released over 12-36 months from DD.

– 3% will be used for liquidity depth in the 2key exchange contract 

– 2% will be reserved for DEX liquidity depth.

– 1% will be used by the 2KEY official Market Makers for their active liquidation operations.

• Team - 12% (120m 2KEYs), which will be locked for 365 days, then 
distributed over a 2 year period in 25 equal portions vesting monthly.

• Advisors, Partners & Early contributors - 6% (60m 2KEYs). 3rd parties 
and contractors, advisors and early contributors supporting the 
development, marketing, and growth of the 2key network. Locked for 90 
days, then distributed in 52 equal portions vesting weekly.

• Community Rewards Pool (Mining) - 20% (200m 2KEYs) will be used to 
reward 2key network users for active participation and staking in the 
network and economy. Lock - Distributed over a decade - 2% each year. 
starting at DD + 90 days.

• Long Term Reserve - 40% (400m 2KEYs). tokens dedicated for future 
use, might be used in the future for conducting additional token 
distributions and for POS mining in the General Purpose 2key protocol 
(browsers as miners in MPSN). Locked for 2-5 years. 10% (100m 2KEYs) 
unlocked after 2 years and another 10% (100m 2KEYs) unlocked 
annually on the DD date conditioned on token price exceeding token 
sale price.
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Core Team
2key is a global project, our team members are based in 7 countries spread 

over 3 continents, bringing together leading talents from the fields of 

blockchain and algorithms, finance, big data, machine learning, smart 

contracts, and game theory. Together, we’re building the technology for 

a new future of sharing, one that incentivises collaboration, honesty and 

trust for the benefit of all.

Erez Ben-Kiki
Founder, CEO

Product design specialist, 8 years of  
experience in the financial industry

eiTan LaVi
Founder, CTO

Director of Data Science @Keewee,  
Head of NLP, Algorithms  R&D @ Wochit

Udi Ben-Reuven
Chief Scientist

IDF cyber unit commander, co-founder @
Algotech, Senior architect @Checkpoint

Andrii Pindiura
Director of Engineering

Senior Tech Lead. Enjoys tackling  
engineering problems and design.

and 14 other team members: Click Here to view them
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Advisory

Dr. Reshef Meir
Algorithmic Game Theory 

Specialist at Technion - 
Institute of technology.

Nimrod Lehavi
Founder and CEO 

@ Simplex

Dr. Roey Tzezana
Author, Futurist

Guy Zyskind
Founder and CEO 

@ Enigma

Stas Oskin
Wings Foundation 

Co-Founder

Sebastian Stupurac
Wings Foundation 

Co-Founder 

Shai Mohaban
Blockchain Investor  

and Advisor

Idan Lakritz
Token Economics 

Specialist
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The goal of the 2key Project 
is to bring the promise of the 
new web of value (web3.0) to 
the doors of all citizens,  

by making smart contracts accessible and scalable 
utilising regular web browsers and link sharing, both 
already highly integrated in our everyday lives. 

Moreover, in the specific domain of referrals, 2key 
Network was built to make sure SMEs can have a 
zero-integration, easy to use, no upfront costs, set 
your price, pay per result solution, which is gravely 
missing in the market.
 

JOIN US!


